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Above: Position single bow brackets according to the width of the rails, with
short side up for lip in boxes and tall side up for lip out boxes. If using the
Adjustable Bow Bracket for carts with sloped side rails, position the short
side down.

Drawing at right shows a
grain cart with an uneven
angle across the box top.
Galvanized caps will NOT
fit this box; fabric caps
must be ordered instead.
For proper fit, a box detail
sheet must be filled out
with each of the measure-
ments noted below.
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How do I fit “slanted with
overhang” grain carts?

When you fill out the required box detail sheet for

grain carts and wagons, you will see illustrated cart

styles for “slanted with overhang” and “slanted with

angle and overhang” configurations. These require fab-

ric caps as well as special brackets on the sloped side of

the cart.

Our Adjustable Bow Bracket bolts to the sloped

side of the cart and adjusts to the angle of the exten-

sion slope. You’ll need one for each bow on the sloped

side of the cart, including the bows for the fabric caps.

Place bow brackets vertically to create a distance

of three to six inches between the bend in the bow

shank and where the tarp comes in contact with the

bow to reduce tarp wear. When marking bows, cut to

the exact length. If the bow is cut short and not welded

to the bow shank, pressure from the tarp will flatten

the arch.

For additional information about Shur-Co® prod-

ucts, give us a call at 1.800.474.8756Monday through

Friday, from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Central Time. Our

friendly and knowledgeable Customer Service Repre-

sentatives will be happy to answer your questions. Or

log on to our website at www.shurco.com.
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